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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
02/25/15  

Macro-economic optimism & stimulus from China favors the bulls  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +11.50, SILVER +34.70, PLATINUM +9.80  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,206.50,+$11.00 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
295,3500 tons -4,50 tons Shanghai copper stocks NA  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets traded in a mixed to slightly lower fashion as the 
trade responds to yesterday's testimony from Fed Chair Janet Yellen and digests European corporate earnings. 
The Japanese Nikkei broke its latest five-day winning streak overnight, with a measure of profit-taking setting in 
after recent gains into a 15-year high. China's Shanghai Composite opened after a week long holiday and closed 
marginally lower despite a slightly stronger read on February manufacturing PMI. European equity markets were 
mixed to start and in a holding pattern after their recent drive into record high territory. A mixed flow of earnings 
this morning offers up a modest headwind to a technically overbought market. US equity markets edged 
fractionally lower in overnight and early morning action, but contained in the upper portion of yesterday's range. 
This morning's economic calendar offers a look at January new home sales and Fed Chair Janet Yellen's 
testimony in front of the House Financial Services Committee.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Talk of fiscal stimulus from China, hints of rate cuts from Indonesia and suggestions from the Saudi Oil Minister 
that global oil demand is recovering have shifted sentiment in gold in favor of the bull camp. However, reports that 
Turkey's Central bank reduced its gold reserves in the latest monthly IMF report and suggestions from the AMCU 
that they would agree to consolidated wage talks are limiting forces in the gold trade this morning. Another issue 
that might limit gold gains is the suggestion that the cease fire is starting to take hold in the Ukraine. In the near 
term, gold and the rest of the metals complex might be set to garner some lift from an improvement in global 
economic psychology in the wake of fiscal stimulus promises from the Chinese government, dovish Fed dialogue 
and from moves to new all-time highs in a number of global equity market measures. For the time being, the 
$1,200 level looks to be fairly solid support as gold tracks with crude oil and equities. Favorable Chinese PMI 
results and ideas that the US Fed isn't in a hurry to hike rates, temporarily takes the liquidation pressure off gold. 
A normal correction off the January and February washout in gold could allow for a recovery back to $1,235 but 
we doubt the market has that much upside potential. In the short term, gold and silver might need soft US 
scheduled data to continue to rise under the guise of a push back in US rate hike timing. At least early today, US 
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data is expected to be soft and that leaves initial resistance up at $1,215.30.  

 

PLATINUM  
Like gold and silver, PGM prices are benefiting from an improvement in global economic expectations. Toss in 
fresh fiscal stimulus promises from China and the bear camp is clearly uncomfortable in the short term. A minor 
increase in platinum derivative holdings overnight and weakness in the Dollar adds to the short term bounce 
mentality. PGM are industrial commodities capable of benefiting from positive risk-on vibes and therefore we can't 
rule out a weak rise back toward last Thursday's high of $1,184.90 in platinum. In the near term we would expect 
palladium to outperform platinum.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
A near term recovery is underway in the wake of supportive promises from the PBOC, a weakening in the Dollar 
and also because of Saudi views that oil demand is growing. In short, strength in global equities and a series of 
central bank promises to remain supportive of growth, favors the bull camp. We had hoped to see an ongoing 
liquidation down to longer term consolidation support of $1,175 but that potential has been temporarily derailed. 
Solid support is $1,200 and April might be capable of retesting the $1,215 level, while March silver might be 
capable of regaining the 50 day moving average up at $16.74. A definitive upside breakout in palladium and a rise 
above the 50 day moving average targets a potential near term rise to $820 in the June contract. The promise of 
stimulus from China, growing oil demand and rising equities could result in palladium reaching up to the highest 
levels since last August.  

 

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
02/25/15  

More short covering gains as China stimulus news lifts prices  

 

GENERAL: A massive trading range of roughly 10 cents a pound in March 
Copper on Tuesday had to catch the bear camp off-guard. With a large net spec 
short positioning documented in the last COT positioning report, Tuesday's 
action might have been exaggerated by classic technical stop-loss buying. 
Furthermore, with the largest single-day decline in LME copper stocks seen 
since May 28th of 2014 yesterday, the fear of oversupply was taken down a 
notch and that might have contributed to the short-covering buying track. News that daily LME copper stocks 
posted another decline today, should foster ideas that global demand is better than it was expected just a couple 
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of weeks ago. Surprisingly, March Copper rose right to its 50-day moving average up at $2.6780 yesterday, and 
that level could be seen as a critical bull/bear line in today's trade action. In the end, seeing the promise of 
additional Chinese fiscal stimulus probably tempers bearish sentiment toward copper from Chinese copper 
traders.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Uptrend channel support moves up to $2.5780 today in March Copper, with close-in resistance seen up at the 50 
day moving average of $2.6725. Expect more short covering and perhaps even fresh outright buying, as copper 
manages to track with equities and other industrial commodity markets.  
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